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awae is a 6-week course that is taught as a live class via a zoom video conferencing platform. each week, you will have a few hours to review the material from the week before.
within those few hours, you will have the opportunity to ask as many questions as you want. the teacher (dnt be mistaken, its a teacher) will answer each question patiently and
intelligently. the course material is distributed as a series of powerpoint slides and pdf documents. we all know how much energy its going to take to get through the course. im glad
to say, it was well worth it. i like the way awae presents things. the instructor is pretty good at setting up a roadmap for the course. the course is challenging, but i like that it presents
a lot of context and the instructor helps you to understand how the course is meant to help you. the lab guide for awae is very thorough. this includes overview of what youre going to
be doing in each phase of the lab and a detailed breakdown of how to approach each part of the course. it was a very good lab guide. awae is like a technical version of the oscp. the
instructors also make sure that the students have a strong foundation before they are allowed to tackle any of the advanced topics. also, the course is structured so that it can be
done in any order. for example, if youre interested in web application penetration testing, you can jump right into the web application section. if youre interested in web application
security, you can go straight to web application hacking. there is really no time wasted doing anything unnecessary.
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offensive security exploitation expert (osee) is the certification earned,when one passes the exam after following the advanced windows exploitation course. the exam consists of
dedicated lab environment which has a limited number of target systems. the software within contains specific, unknown vulnerabilities. students have 71 hours and 45 minutes to
develop and document exploits and then submit a report with step-by-step documentation of how the challenges were completed within the next 24 hours. each course includes its

own lab course material. the lab course consists of live exercises that are built into the class material. each lab is divided into multiple components, and students are scored based on
their performance on the components. all exam components were built by the authors of the class and are designed to ensure that students learn the necessary material in an

effective and efficient manner. this course also comes with a series of six pre-course assignments designed to familiarize the student with the topics and concepts discussed in the
course. offensive security recommends that you complete the pre-course assignments before attending the training. the topics covered in this course are aimed at beginners who are

interested in learning the basics of penetration testing without having to have a large programming background or having an extensive knowledge of vulnerable apps. offensive
security has also put an emphasis on keeping the class size small and has made the decision to not provide extensive hands-on training. the course is self-paced and students have
the choice of either attending the course in person or through online learning. this course is suitable for students who want to learn more about the basics of pen testing, as well as

for those who want to learn how to read a binary and exploit a software vulnerability. offensive security has also included a fair amount of in-class exercises which may be challenging
for beginners. students are expected to have basic programming skills and knowledge of software development. 5ec8ef588b
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